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WELCOME to the Hoonah Ranger District USFS Cabins group. There are
only 5 cabins in this small group.
Bohemia Basin Shelter - BOHB - #1 - This is an Adirondack-style shelter, a very rough
little structure that is actually open in the front. For this location, there is a .paved road
on the shoreline nearby. The shoreline was all cliffs, they were all flattened and
reforested.
Eight Fathom Cabin - EFU1 - #2 - A saltwater cabin located 15 miles from the City of Hoonah,
Alaska in the protected waters of Port Frederick. It is a rustic 15'x17' milled log style cabin built on the
shore of Eight Fathom Bight with a beach access trail and a mooring buoy. It is only accessible by
floatplane or boat. The cabin can accommodate 8 people and is equipped with wooden bunks, tables,
benches, and a full sleeping loft. The beach access trail, first-level floor, outside deck, and outside
toilet is ADA accessible. The shoreline was a cliff, was flattened.

Greentop Cabin - GTOP - #3 - A rustic 2 story log cabin built in the 1940s on the outer coast of
Yakobi Island protected from the Pacific Ocean by Greentop Harbor. Saltwater access only. Rugged
rocky coastline with abundant seashore life and beautiful scenery of West Chichagof Yakobi
Wilderness. Wildlife in this area includes deer, brown bears, and sea otters. Excellent opportunities for
sea kayaking and boating in the numerous coves and protected bays. An interesting place for people
to find. Had to do a cliff flatten in the area.

Kennel Creek Cabin - KEUC - #4 - This is a more up-scale cabin with a vault toilet (a
tank that is manually emptied). The firewood is provided as are other amenities. It is
very near a paved road for easy access. I had to do some work on the cove, it was only
half full of water, and there were cliffs along the shoreline. There is a peninsula nearby
that houses a small dock where people can put their boats into the water.
Pinta Cove Shelter - P CUS- #5 - This is an Adirondack style shelter, a very rough 3
sided enclosure that is actually exposed to the elements (and the wildlife) in the front.
This took very little work to do, the geography and terrain were fine.
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Return to Misty Moorings (RTMM) is a freeware site made up of a volunteer team that
creates fascinating and beautiful scenery locations in the RTMM "area". The RTMM area
is currently defined as southern Alaska (bounded by Anchorage to the north and Homer
to the west), southwestern British Columbia and western Washington state.
===============================
DISCLAIMER
User accepts all risk associated with this scenery file. AUTHOR WILL NOT BE HELD
ACCOUNTABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO USER SYSTEM HARDWARE.
===============================
COPYRIGHT and LICENSE
This scenery is released as Freeware. As freeware you are permitted to distribute this
archive subject to the following conditions:
- The archive must be distributed without modification to the contents of the archive.
Re-distributing this archive with any files added, removed or modified is prohibited.
- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another archive without the prior
permission of the author is prohibited. This means, for example, that you may not upload
an archive that uses this texture set with your own scenery or include it in a package
containing any other scenery without first obtaining the authors' permission.
- No charge, fee or monetary amount may be made from this archive. It's free and must
remain that way!!
- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be respected.
Copyright 2021 by Return to Misty Moorings. All Rights Reserved
=============================
Microsoft Flight Simulator © Microsoft Corporation. "RTMM Cabins Group 10 - Hoonah"
was created under Microsoft's "Game Content Usage Rules" using assets from Microsoft
Flight Simulator and it is not endorsed by or affiliated with Microsoft.
https://www.xbox.com/en-US/developers/rules
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